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Introduction:

• Gambit’s Software and IT Services (SITS) Market Review for Q122 evidences historically

high levels of UK SITS M&A activity despite temporary, geopolitical volatility, lingering

Covid-19 uncertainty and macroeconomic headwinds.

• SITS sector deal volumes remained resilient compared with Q421, increasing 1%,

underpinned by strong market sentiment and positive trading performance of asset-

light and highly scalable business models which have previously navigated volatile

market conditions.

• The Application Software sub-sector remained particularly active in Q122, accounting

for 39% of total SITS deal volumes, buoyed by agile and scalable business models in

the sub-sector, in turn, driving robust margins and enhanced value.

• Demand has intensified for effective holistic cyber security solutions, underpinned by

the continuing digital transformation and evolving Ukraine/Russia conflict. The National

Cyber Security Centre has called for organisations to bolster their online defences,

providing favourable sector tailwinds in the medium to long-term. Evidenced by

Darktrace PLC, a cyber security firm, reporting a 58% YoY increase in ARR, and trading

at 10x EV/Revenue, bolstered by the cross-border acquisition of Cybersprint in

February 2022.

• High growth SITS companies experienced significant value accretion post-pandemic,

driven by a benign low interest rate environment and acceleration of digital

transformation by corporates.

• Opportunistic consolidators are primed to capitalise on the short-term 16% reduction in

sector EV/EBITDA valuation multiples, illustrated by Gambit’s SITS Valuation Index.

Strategic and financial acquirers are seeking to augment growth, diversify capabilities

and deploy capital via SITS M&A opportunities to enhance long-term shareholder

value.

• M&A investment appraisal and financial due diligence exercises continue to evolve,

however expert advisors are continuing to facilitate optimal value realisation through

effective negotiation of key issues to maximise shareholder proceeds.
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Key points in focus:

• The evolving geopolitical landscape, coupled with inflationary and interest rate

upward pressure is contracting market sentiment and negatively effecting sector

valuation multiples in the short-term, presenting an opportunity for well capitalised

acquirers to purchase quality SITS assets at temporarily reduced valuations.

• However, as geopolitical conditions stabilise and macro-economic headwinds ease

the sector is forecast to deliver growth rates significantly above Western GDP growth

rates, fuelled by increasing use-case realisation, digital transformation, cyber

security and demand for emerging technologies including AI, ML and Blockchain.

• Whilst capital market conditions begin to tighten, the market remains favourable in

comparison to prior periods. Receptive capital markets have facilitated

disproportionate attention from investors, who have identified robust and resilient

industry verticals, such as Software & IT Services to incorporate within their portfolios.

• M&A investment appraisal and financial due diligence exercises continue to evolve,

however expert advisors are continuing to facilitate optimal value realisation

through effective negotiation of key issues to maximise shareholder proceeds.
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UK M&A Activity

• Despite macroeconomic and geopolitical headwinds, historically high levels of UK SITS M&A activity

continued into 2022, with the SITS sector maintaining record deal volumes for Q122, a 32% increase from

Q120.

• Leading mid-market and SME SITS companies with evolving use-cases are attracting elevated attention

from market consolidators, with acquirers focusing on smaller and more agile targets with scalability and

cross-border opportunities.

• Market volatility and subdued sentiment driven by unstable geopolitical conditions has resulted in a short-

term retraction in valuation multiples. Gambit’s SITS valuation index demonstrated a 16% decrease in

EV/EBITDA multiples to 18.5x from Q421 to Q122, however valuations remain 11% above pre-pandemic

levels in Q120. In the medium to long-term the Ukraine/Russia conflict will catalyse SITS sector M&A, driving

demand for robust cyber security infrastructure and consultancy.

• The proliferation of private equity and venture capital funds active in the sector have deployed record

levels of low-cost capital to portfolio companies, providing substantial war chests to fund future M&A

investments, growth strategies and support expansion plans into additional regions and complimentary

sub-sectors. Interest rate increases will likely effect the capital abundancy in the sector as rate hikes

elevates the cost of capital.

• Record levels of dry powder remain on corporate and financial acquires balance sheets, with well

prepared investors seeking to capitalise on market volatility and retracting valuations. Strong appetite

across both private equity and venture capital funds is anticipated to elevate transaction values and

provide opportunities for SMEs outside of investors’ typical investment focus to access capital.

• Ageing IT infrastructure and growing service demands, coupled with cloud adoption and evolving market

dynamics, have resulted in cyber security solutions rapidly climbing the corporate agenda. Companies are

now rapidly evaluating their exposure to cyber security threats. This has subsequently delivered intensified

demand for quality cyber security companies and is forecast to continue to drive sector deal volumes as

acquirers seek to incorporate these capabilities into existing portfolios.

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis
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Sectors in Focus

Application Software

• Software applications have become omnipresent in

businesses, fuelled by digital transformation, demand for

platform integrations and strong fundamentals, including

recuring revenues, high customer retention, asset-light

scalable business models.

• Uncertain geopolitical conditions have exacerbated

interest rate and inflationary pressures, leading to

increased market volatility, as illustrated by Gambit’s

Application Software Valuation Index decreasing 24.4%

compared to Q421 at 23.1x.

• The decline in valuation is heavily influenced by a 45%

fall in EV/EBITDA of Aptitude Software PLC and Eagle Eye

Solutions, attributable to altering investor preferences as

key market players with low margins, remain suspectable

to interest rate hikes, resulting in a higher discount on

earnings and a reduction in value. Subsequently,

investors preference now lies with high-margin stocks less

sensitive to macroeconomic conditions.

• Despite economic headwinds, trading performance of

application software companies remains strong,

demonstrated by Darktrace PLC, a global leader in

cyber security and AI, reporting £28.2m ARR for Q3 -

representing 56.8% growth from the prior period.

• Application software remains the most active sub-sector

within the SITS sector, accounting for 39% of transaction

volumes in Q122. Data driven AI-enabled assets with

extensive use-cases have been particularly sought-after

as acquirers pursue technological diversification,

particularly within fast evolving sub-sectors including

Cyber Security, Cleantech, Insurtech and Fintech.

• Portfolio enhancement, accelerated market penetration

and market share augmentation were noted as

influencing factors in Darktrace’s acquisition of

Cybersprint, an AI enabled attack surface management

company, for £40m at 12.5x ARR. The acquisition delivers

a complimentary offering in the Cyber Security market

and unlocks growth potential via geographic expansion

into Europe, demonstrating strategic acquirer’s growing

appetite for quality AI and cyber security enabled assets.
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Jan-22 Kynd BGF £3.25m

Feb-22 Verifi Identity 
Serivce Ltd

GB Group PLC £14m
14x EBITDA

Feb -22 Cybersprint Darktrace PLC £40m
12.5x ARR 

Mar-22 Carwow Ltd ITV PLC £17.2m

Mar-22 Liones
Holding 
(Fonto)

RWS Holding 
PLC 

£19.3m

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

• Despite the current decline in valuation metrics,

application software remains at the forefront of

financial acquirers’ acquisition criteria, presenting an

attractive asset class to augment growth, buoyed

by flexible, scalable and agile business models,

visibility of earnings and strong margins. Increased

market volatility and subdued market sentiment is

presenting a window of opportunity for financial

acquires to capitalise on the reduced valuations.

• Financial acquirers have remained prevalent in the

market, illustrated by BGF’s £3.5m growth capital

injection into KYND, a leading InsurTech company

recording 1000% ARR growth since FY20. BGF’s

investment will accelerate growth and geographic

expansion aspirations, as well as facilitating the

development of transformative cyber risk technology

to enhance current portfolio capabilities.
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Sectors in Focus

System Software
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• System software providers demonstrating scalable

growth and strong margins, coupled with the

widespread proliferation of cloud technologies have

presented compelling investment propositions for both

strategic and financial acquirers. A growing trend of

acquirers are moving away from vertical focus to

horizontal opportunities in an attempt to maximise

market penetration and access to high growth seb-

sectors.

• Gambit’s System Software Valuation Index decreased

by 14.4% from Q421 to 19.1x – largely driven by Kainos

Group PLC’s 32% reduction in EV/EBITDA multiple from

Q421 to Q122 as investors look to pivot from high-

growth stocks to low growth high margin stocks amid

stock market and geopolitical uncertainty. However,

valuation multiples remain 34.1% higher than pre-

pandemic in Q120. The sudden decrease in valuation

multiples provides acquirers with a window of

opportunity to acquire quality, tech enabled assets at

discounted valuations.

• Well positioned strategic acquirers are seeking

transformative acquisitions and are extending the

parameters of their acquisition search to support

market growth in sectors with resilient and scalable

business models and with evolving use-cases.

• Ideagen PLC’s acquisition of MailManager, an email

management software solutions provider, for £26.4m at

5.2x ARR demonstrates strategic acquirers elevated

appetite for innovative system software solutions that

can be efficiently integrated into existing software

infrastructure to scale operations both vertically and

globally and capitalise on operational efficiencies. The

acquisition expands Ideagen’s footprint in the UK after

the company announced it had raised £103.5m to

fund its acquisition pipeline and accelerate further

growth.
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Jan-22 Wayve Eclipse 
Ventures

£160.8m 

Jan -22 Arcapix
Holding Ltd

Kalray SA £14.9m 

Jan-22 Sero
Technologies 

Hodge Bank 
and Legal & 
General 

£3.5m 

Feb-22 Mailmanager Ideagen PLC £26.4m
5.2x ARR

Feb-22 MACS 
Software 

SovTech -

Feb-22 The Floow Ltd Otonomo
Technologies 

£37.5m 
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• Acquirers are competing for asset-light and

globally scalable system software providers,

which has facilitated high levels of cross-border

M&A in the sub-sector. Arcapix Holdings, a

leading provider of software-defined storage

and data management solutions, was acquired

by French domiciled Kalray for £14.9m. The

acquisition illustrates the growing demand for

innovative business models offering extensive

scalability and ease of integration into existing

portfolios.
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Sectors in Focus

Managed IT & Cloud
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Considera
tion

Jan-22 Wardman UK Croft 
Communications 

-

Jan-22 MSP CCS Group MITSG -

Feb-22 Caretower Integrity360 -

Feb-22 Secretarium Ltd IQ Capital 
Partners 

-

Feb-22 P2C 
Communications 

Croft 
Communications 

-

Mar-22 Aspire 
Technology 
Solutions 

LDC -

• The rapid digital transformation continues to fuel the

Managed IT & Cloud sub-sector despite headwinds

presented by the tightening labour market and

volatile geopolitical conditions. Senior management

teams are realising the benefits of out/near-shoring

legacy IT infrastructure to aid operational efficiencies.

• Gambit’s Managed IT & Cloud Valuation Index

witnessed a 11% decrease in EV/EBITDA multiples in

Q122 to 15.5x. However, valuations remain 27.7%

higher than pre-pandemic levels.

• Managed IT & Cloud deal volumes remained robust in

Q122 buoyed by strong core fundamentals and

appetite for quality Managed IT & Cloud assets.

Consolidators remained active with Croft

Communications acquiring Wardman UK and P2C

Communications in Q122, seeking to pivot into

adjacent value chains, enhance cyber security

capabilities, augment market share and deliver

inorganic growth as the evolving digital landscape

has emphasised the need for holistic solutions that

include robust IT infrastructure.

• Financial acquirers’ implementation of in-organic

growth strategies has been driving sector

consolidation and subsequent deal volumes in recent

years, evidenced by LDC’s investment in Aspire

Technology Solutions to “pursue organic growth and

acquisition opportunities” and “broaden the business’

suite of services and expand further into domestic

markets” – the transaction valued the business at

£85m (14.9x EBITDA). The transaction illustrates that

private equity has been actively seeking resilient

Managed IT & Cloud companies with business models

underpinned by strong visibility of earnings and

recuring revenues.
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Sectors in Focus

VAR & Consultancy

• Strong performance of IT VARs and consultancies

has been fuelled by the accelerated migration

from traditional manual processes to digital

solutions, with organisations seeking advice and

support on how to facilitate this transition to evolve

operational models.

• Despite extensive demand for quality VAR &

Consultancy assets, macroeconomic headwinds

have impacted sub-sector valuations, with

Gambit’s EV/EBITDA Valuation Index illustrating an

11% fall in valuation multiples to 19x. However, deal

volumes have remained resilient and increased

14% compared to Q421.

• The ICO recorded a “steady and significant”

increase in cyber-attacks against UK businesses

insinuated by the Ukraine/Russia conflict and

Covid-19. Unstable market conditions have resulted

in effective VAR & Consultancy solutions gaining

disproportionate attention from financial acquirers,

seeking transformative cyber security opportunities

to incorporate into their portfolios. Evidenced by

Redcentric PLC’s acquisition of 7 Elements, a

specialist cyber security consultancy, for £2.4m at

8x EV/EBITDA. Redcentric undertook the acquisition

to bolster existing portfolio cyber security services,

deliver value accretion, augment growth and

capitalise on the significant global demand for

effective cyber security solutions.
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Jan-22 Com Tec Co Tech 
Mahindra 
London  

£260m 

Jan-22 Trustmarque 
Solutions

One Equity 
Partners

-

Mar-22 Swirrl IT TPXimpact
PLC

£3.5m
6.9x EBITDA

Mar-22 Peak Indicators TPXimpact
PLC 

£3.2m
6.4x EBITDA

Mar-22 CTI Group LDC £25m 

Mar-22 7 Elements Redcentric
PLC 

£2.4m
8x EBITDA

Mar-22 Engine Next 
Fifteen 
Communica
tions 

£77.5m 
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• Underpinned by strong recurring revenue, sticky

customers and strong margins, VAR & Consultancy

assets have remained attractive investment

propositions for financial acquirers. CTI Group, a fast

growing digital agency, secured a £25m growth

capital injection from LDC in March, intending to

support the next stage of CTI’s international growth

plans via acquisitions, enabling the business to

expand and enhance its suite of digital services. CTI

Group has completed five acquisitions in the past

three years to augment growth and accrete trading

performance, successfully increasing revenues 260%

since FY17 to £18m.
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Concluding remarks

• The evolving geopolitical landscape, coupled with inflationary pressure and interest rate hikes are

contracting market sentiment and negatively effecting sector valuation multiples in the short-term as

acquirers’ focus pivots to high-margin low-growth assets, less sensitive to volatile macroeconomic and

geopolitical conditions. The valuation reduction presents an opportunity for well capitalised acquirers to

purchase quality SITS assets at temporarily reduced valuations.

• However, as geopolitical conditions stabilise and macroeconomic headwinds ease, the sector is forecast

to deliver growth rates significantly above Western GDP growth rates, fuelled by increasing use-case

realisation, digital transformation, cyber security and demand for emerging technologies including AI, ML

and Blockchain.

• Corporate acquirers are undertaking consolidation strategies focused on capability enhancement,

scalability, geographic augmentation and diversified end-market exposure.

• Increased M&A activity is fuelled by evolving digital transformation requirements, demand for embedded

tech solutions and the prospect of generating operational synergies, with investments supported by

continued access to low-cost capital for SITS acquirers.

• Whilst capital market conditions begin to tighten, the market remains favourable in comparison to prior

periods. Receptive capital markets have facilitated disproportionate attention from investors, who have

identified robust and resilient industry verticals, such as Software & IT Services to incorporate within their

portfolios.

• The UK’s extensive sanctions on Russia means heightened due diligence is required of Eastern-European

transaction to ensure compliance with the UK’s evolving regulations. Companies trading internationally

should be aware of sanctions and regulations imposed by other nations related to Russia. For instance,

Citigroup’s sale of its Russian business to Russian state bank VTB is expected to be protracted and Roman

Abramovich's well publicised exit of Chelsea F.C is expected to face heightened scrutiny in-light of current

and evolving sanctions.

• Identifying a target’s ESG credibility has become a valuable tool and risk management strategy for

acquirers and this will continue to be an increasing area of focus in transaction due diligence processes,

driving enhanced levels of appetite for ESG-credible SITS companies.

• M&A investment appraisal and financial due diligence exercises continue to evolve, however expert

advisors are continuing to facilitate optimal value realisation through effective negotiation of key issues to

maximise shareholder proceeds.

• If you would like to arrange a call to discuss the opportunities facing your business or to understand the

most appropriate solutions to support your shareholders’ needs and ambitions, please contact a member

of the team.

Sam Forman

Director

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 759 040 8682

E: samuel.forman@gambitcf.com

Nick Gallagher

Executive

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: nick.gallagher@gambitcf.com

Geraint Rowe

Partner

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 789 992 8029

E: geraint.rowe@gambitcf.com

Lloyd Evans

Analyst

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: lloyd.evans@gambitcf.com
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a

global partnership of middle-market investment

banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With

over 200 professionals located in 26 offices

throughout the world, CFI members specialise in

cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,

and related services. CFI was ranked number 20 in

Europe by Thomson Reuters for transactions valued

up to €200 million (2021).

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent

corporate finance advisory firm specialising in

advising private and public companies on mid-

market transactions in the UK and overseas. With

offices in London and Cardiff, Gambit is widely

recognised as a market leader in M&A advice in

the Software & IT Services sector having built up

detailed industry knowledge and an enviable track

record in deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com
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